
Premium Data Services
Automated data extraction from filed 
bankruptcy documents

Transform costly manual processes by converting 
unstructured data to structured data
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What Is It?

Filed bankruptcy documents in PDF format 
(unstructured data) are re-opened up to 15 times 
throughout a bankruptcy lifecycle for various use 
cases. The Premium Data Service  converts 
thousands of data points within filed documents into 
structured formats to be re-used without re-opening 
the documents again.

Key Use Cases

Decrease the time, errors and expense for:

    Compliance Reviews

    Audits

    Validations

    Loading Data Warehouses

Analyzing Risk

Filing Validation

Compliance Reviews

Auditing Purposes

Learn more



Discover Automated Processes 
for Your Business

Tired of spending thousands of hours trying to mine through 
mountains of bankruptcy data? Learn about how a top mortgage 
provider streamlined their bankruptcy portfolio document review 
and benefited from automating their Statement of Intent process.

Accelerate Bankruptcy Document Search

Learn how a servicer saved 10,000 hours by automating the identification 
of bankruptcy documents, lifting data from filed PDFs and returning the 
data in a structured format for inclusion in their data warehouse.  

Automate Claims Register Review

During a bankruptcy lifecycle, identifying if a Proof of Claim (POC) and/or 
Transfer for Claim (TOC) is filed on time was key for this large financial 
customer to remain compliant within their workflow. See how this 
customer streamlined its workflow by replacing its manual claims 
register review with an automated process, ensuring compliance every 
step of the way.

Optimize Bankruptcy Case Audits

Bankruptcy case audits can be a daunting and time-consuming task, 
especially when dealing with high volumes of payment change notices. 
Learn how a servicer streamlined its case audits by saving an average of 6 
minutes per audit, resulting in a total of 2,000 saved hours.
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Premium Data Services
Real-life case studies Discover Automated Processes

Accelerate Document Search

Streamline Bankrutcy Workflows
 
Optimize Case Audits 


